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StopSneeze anywhere
A low-cost sneeze guard that prevents droplets from flying around if you are coughing or
sneezing among people. This is an efficient way of minimizing the spread of viruses.
StopSneeze is a way of showing respect to others and to help maintain social distancing.
What the StopSneeze mask is not?
The mask works one way only. It effectively stops droplets from flying around the user. It is
NOT a filter for breathing. It is not certified as protection gear. Just common sense!
Who should use the StopSneeze?
Everybody in public places. Using a droplet barrier shows that you are taking responsibility
for your life, as well as others. A considerate way to show that you care.
How should the StopSneeze be used?
When you e.g. enter a building or a bus the StopSneeze should be put on, and on exit the
mask should be disposed of into a trash bin. The mask is designed for temporary use and
when it comes off, it should be disposed of as it was contaminated - no matter if you are
feeling ill or not.

Only natures own materials
Did you say DISPOSABLE? How can I live with that?
The StopSneeze is made out of certified paper alone and the bungees are made out of
natural rubber. If you need to dispose of anything in this world, this is probably as green as
you can get. We produce the mask in Finland and our work ethics keeps the highest
standards. And StopSneeze probably saves lives, might be worth it...

MySafety StopSneeze
Disposable sneeze guard for use in public spaces
Ideal for e.g. shops and waiting rooms. Place the
StopSneeze dispenser at the entrance. The drop protection
guard reduces the risk of airborn viruses from coughing
and/or sneezing. Short time use and disposal at exit. The
StopSneeze is not a breathing mask, yet a napkin can be
placed between your face and the guard for improved
filtration.
Made in Finland

Show that you care
Protects people from undiagnosed illness
that anyone might carry.
Reduced exposure to contaminated
aerosols in public places.
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StopSneeze anywhere
Who can use it?
Anyone really. Our idea is that the StopSneeze should be available everywhere. Every shop,
every kiosk, every bus, every waiting room, every train, every gate everywhere really. That's
why we made it affordable and that’s why we even offer it for FREE as a DIY model.

Branding options
Sponsor a set of StopSneezers? A good
will gesture that will be appreciated!
Full color print offered on the front of the
mask. 100mm x 40mm area.

Why StopSneeze and not filtering masks?
The cheap disposable masks on the market are dangerous. They give minimal protection
and might even cause danger as it gives the user false hope.
One friend of mine, who sells protection gear, sarcastically said that; “Using these cheap
online-purchased masks gives you, and others the same protection as if you would put
crumbs of a muffin into your ears.”
StopSneeze was invented for this reason. To protect without false intentions. It’s free or very
affordable depending on your decision. It stops droplets from flying around and is good at
doing just that. It's very simple and works just the way you want it to.
Bring it everywhere
When you leave home you can easily fold the StopSneeze into your pocket.
FREE guards
We also offer private persons and non-profit organizations the possibility to print and
produce their own StopSneeze guards. Simply print, cut and add a couple of rubber bands.
Easy and safe. Why not make it a fun school project - color your own guards?!
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StopSneeze Packages
DIY: FREE
DIY it only takes a minute. Print, cut and find some bungees to attach to it. You probably
have some lying around in the drawers?! This model is copyrighted and ment for non-profit
use. Please respect that. Download from www.stopsneeze.com
KIT
If you have some time on your hands, at the reception or at a gate, then this might be a
solution for you. We will send you the punched out StopSneeze parts and then you can
attach the included bungees and fold the mask into shape. It’s not hard, yet requires a bit of
dexterity. Ideal also for school classes or places where the one who enters has the time to
fold one. Remember to wash, disinfect hands and use gloves if assembling for others!
READY
Boxes with ready made StopSneeze products. The customer pulls out a ready product by
the bungees, not contaminating the rest of them and then puts it on. Ideal for places where
you have a lot of people passing.
We also offer distribution solutions like stands and wall fastening of boxes.

BRANDED +
Choose to have a virus-fighting-slogan or brand it if you think it e.g. is a good idea to use
the masks as a marketing opportunity of good will. The print area is 100mm wide and 40mm
high and printed in full color. You can also print only part of your order e.g. 2000 white +
1000 printed = 3000pcs

More innovations from TETRIX
StopSneeze is only one in the line of products that company TETRIX has developed during
the Corona pandemic 2020. Check out more on our home page.
DesiStand, PatentDispenser, Visir, ShieldStand, Oxygen...
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